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I. Complete the fable with the correct form of the verbs:(1 point x20 = 20 points) 

 
             Once upon a time, a lion and a fox went hunting together. First, the fox 

____________________ (1ask) the lion, ”Why ____________________ (2not / you / send) a 

message to the donkey asking for peace?” The lion, happy at the thought of such a suggestion, 

_________________ (3accept) and, soon after, they _____________(4see) that the donkey 

__________________ (5walk) towards them ready to accept the proposal. But as soon as the donkey 

__________________( 6arrive), the lion _________________ (7attack) and killed him. 

           After this, the lion took the donkey to the fox and said, ”Here ____________(8 be) our meal for 

today. Take care of it while I ______________ (9have) a nap, but ___________________ (10not / 

touch) it until later. 

          While the lion ______________ (11sleep), the fox _________________ (12feel) hungry, so he 

________________ (13take out) the donkey’s brains and ________________ (14eat) them. 

           When the lion _______________ (15wake up) and noticed that the donkey ________________ 

(16not / have) any brains, he _______________ (17ask) the fox, ”What _________________ (18you 

/ do) with the brains? ___________________ (19you / eat) them?” 

          ”Who, me?” __________________(20ask) the fox. ”Do you believe that if donkeys had any 

brains they would trust you?” 

 

II. Choose the right word: (1 point x10 = 10 points)     

  

It was 5.30 on Thursday afternoon and it was raining heavily. Donald Bailey was 

driving (1) ........... a quiet country road on his way home from work. It was his daughter’s 

birthday and Donald  (2) .............. to get home in time to see her (3) ............. out the candles 

on her cake. The party (4) ............. to start at 6 o’clock so Donald started to drive a little 

faster. The road was wet and (5) .............. . Suddenly, he saw a man on a bicycle in front of 

him. He turned the wheel quickly to (6) ............. him. Seconds later he crashed into a tree 

hitting his head on the (7) .......... . Everything went black. Later Donald woke up in hospital. 

His family were there, by his bed. There was a cake on a small table (8) ........... his bed and 

some colourful balloons (9) .......... on the floor. “We decided to have the party here, Dad,’’ 

said his daughter. He smiled happily. Everyone was relieved that Donald (10) ............ a lucky 

escape.  

1.   A  by B  along C  in D  on 

2.   A  wanted B  was wanting C  want D  wants 

3.   A  blue B  blew C  blow D  blown 

4.   A  is going B  goes C  go D  was going 

5.   A  slippery B  slinky C  sliding D  slightly 

6.   A  await B  avert C  avow D  avoid 



7.   A  windmill B  windpipe C  windscreen D  windbreak 

8.   A  in B  by C  next D  of 

9.   A  scheduled B  scented C  scolded D  scattered 

10. A  had had B  had C  has  D  was having 

 

III. Fill in with the correct form of the words in capitals:(1 point x20 = 20 points) 

 

 

1. Please, pay ___________, Rita, when I’m explaining what your homework is. ATTEND 

2. I don’t know the ___________ to this problem. SOLVE 

3. This food is really __________! DISGUST 

4. Did you know Australia has he highest number of __________ species of snake? POISON 

5. I am ___________ to peanuts so I have to be very careful what I eat. ALLERGY 

6. His decisions showed a lot of   . WISE 

7. I paid my parents my________________ visit on Saturday. WEEK 

8. The____________ was saved by a brave man. KING 

9. This rich woman is famous for  her___________________ GENEROUS 

10. This pop singer has gained huge _____________ in Europe lately. POPULAR 

 

IV.Write a 150 line composition starting with :   40points 

When I saw my best friend running in the street that day, I knew that something unusual had 

happened. 

Toatesubiectelesuntobligatorii. Se acorda 10 punctedinoficiu. Timp de lucru 3 ore. 
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BAREM DE CORECTARE 

 

I. 1 point x20 = 20 points 

1. asked 

2. don’tyousend 

3. accepted 

4. saw 

5. waswalking 

6. arrived 

7. attacked 

8. is 

9. am having / have 

10. don’ttouch 

11. was sleeping 

12. felt 

13. tookout 

14. ate 

15. woke up 

16. didn’thave 

17. asked 

18. have you done 

19. did you eat / Have you eaten 

20. asked 

 

II. 1point x 10 = 10 points 
 

1.B2.A3.C4.D5.A6.D  7.C8.B9.D  10.A 

III. 2 points x 10 = 20 points 

1. attention 

2. solution 

3. disgusting 

4. poisonous 

5. allergic 

6. wisdom 

7. weekly 

8. kingdom 

9. generosity 

10. popularity 



 

 

 

Subiectul IV  40 points 

 

IDEAS/CONTENT..................................................................................7 points        - 

Includes a clearly presented central idea with relevant facts, supporting details, and/or 

explanations 

- Establishes well-developed characters, situation/plot, point of view, setting and/or conflict 

- Uses multiple sensory details 

ORGANIZATION.......................................................................7 points        - Organizing 

structure is very clear and includes paragraphs and effective transitional words/phrases 

- Has a thoroughly-developed sequence of events or time order that strongly engages the 

reader and moves to a powerful conclusion 

REGISTER........................................................................................................5 points       - 

Voice is appropriate to the topic, purpose, and audience 

- Writing is exceptionally expressive and engaging 

-Uses a range of narrative devices (dialogue, suspense, etc.) 

SENTENCE FLUENCY...........................................................................7 points  

- Sentences have natural flow and rhythm 

- Sentence length, structure, and complexity is varied 

WORD CHOICE.......................................................................................7 points    -Uses 

extensive precise and creative verbs, adverbs, nouns, and adjectives that paint a visual image 

CONVENTIONS.........................................................................................7 points 

-Spelling, capitalization, punctuation, paragraphing, and grammar are effective and make the 

paper easy to read and understand 

- Contains few if any errors in conventions 

 

10 points granted 
 


